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 This week at Oscar de la Renta my week began with doing fabric card updates for the 
Spring 2019 collection. In the showroom the design team has a wall that is dedicated to fabric 
cards. On the fabric cards includes the name of the fabric, the cost, the abbreviation for GCS, 
measurements, where it’s made, and a swatch. The merchandise team is responsible for taking 
pictures of these fabric cards and making a fabric card book. Due to fabrics being changed and 
prices being updated the fabric cards have been updated, therefore needing to be re-photographed 
and reentered into the fabric book. My next task was to clean up the Spring 2019 collection in GCS 
by providing full descriptions of looks instead of abbreviations, changing style numbers if needed, 
and adding fabrics to styles. After cleaning the styles up in GCS I then had to clean up the 
collection by silhouette excel sheet. After completing these two tasks my supervisor went over 
different ways I can check my work to make sure I made every change that I needed to, and ensure 
that the information I entered was accurate. I appreciated this time to learn different ways to double 
check my work. I have made multiple top booking excel sheets for different collections and 
categories throughout my internship and this week I made a bookings excel sheet for the top 25 
handbags in the Resort 2019 collection. I have enjoyed making these booking sheets because I find 
it interesting to see what has been booked the most and what the sell through percentage is. I had 
previously made bookings for handbags for the Resort 2019 collection after the Paris market. I 
compared and contrasted the two booking sheets after I finished the final one with my supervisor. 
My supervisor and I discussed reasons why we think some handbags stayed in the same spot, why 
some moved up, and why some moved down. For the Spring 2019 collection I learned how to 
enter new fabrics into GCS. As the fabric is being planned out now with styles the cost is being 
planned out, as well. With my supervisor for RTW and one of the designers I was able to learn 
how the excel cost sheet works for embroidery designs. I learned how to enter the prices of certain 
materials such as a zipper and buttons. I also learned this estimation chart that shows percentages 
of margin and cost and how it calculates a range of what the cost should be in order to meet your 
desired margin percentage. For the Spring 2019 collection the goal is for 65% margin and 35% 
cost. With the margin and cost the wholesale is calculated and then multiplied by 2.3 to result in 
the retail price. I enjoyed learning about how the costs and margin were determined for a luxury 
company. Overtime interning at Oscar de la Renta knowing it is a luxury company I have been 
fascinated with the conduction of figuring out costs and retail math. Putting my skills of costs and 
research I was then assigned to price non-embroidered wovens that weren’t yet priced by my 
supervisor. In order to conduct an estimated price for these styles without the fabric I had to look 
at the silhouette and go through previous collections to find a similar silhouette styles. Once I 
found similar styles I then looked at the retail price and the sell through percentage. For some 
styles it was easier to find similar silhouettes and for others I had to look through a variety of 
pieces to estimate a price. After finishing this task, I then reviewed the costs with my RTW 
supervisor. My supervisor and I discussed my prices and whether or not they were reasonable. I 
also showed her the styles I was comparing them to and why I thought they were a good 
comparison. After reviewing I successfully targeted most of the non-embroidered woven styles. 
After this task I then entered in knit styles for the Spring 2019 collection in GCS. After entering 
the knit styles into GCS I attended a knit meeting with the knit designer, my RTW supervisor and 
the head of merchandising. I appreciated being able to attend this meeting because I was able to 
learn more about the styles I was just entering. I also got to see what questions the merchandise 
team had for the designer and what questions the designer had for the merchandise team. I learned 
about the construction of the knit styles from the designer and even got to see and feel some 
swatches she had on hand. I also learned about the dyeing of knits from the designer. After this 
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meeting I was then able to price knit dresses. I discovered that pricing knits is a more complicated 
tasks than pricing wovens, due to the styles not being as similar in previous collections and because 
of the knit technique being different in each style. My supervisor for jewelry and accessories has 
left to go to another company. On Friday we had a celebration for her time at Oscar de la Renta 
and wished her good luck on her new journey. I am sad to see her go and very appreciative for 
everything she has taught me during this internship. We exchanged contacts to keep in touch. Due 
to my supervisor leaving and a new employee starting on Monday to fill the position, on Friday 
there was lots of cleaning, labeling, and organizing in the merchandise team’s area to make it easier 
for the new employee to adjust. 
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Week 6 Hours: 40 Hours  
Total Hours: 220 
 


